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Closure relations for orbits on affine symmetric spaces
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§ 1. Introduction

Let G be a connected Lie group, σ an involution of G and H an open sub-

group of Gσ = {xeG\σx = x}. Then the G-homogeneous manifold H\G is

called an affine symmetric space. Suppose that G is a real semisimple Lie group.

Let P be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G and P' a parabolic subgroup of G

containing P. Then the double coset decomposition H\GjP is studied in [2],

and [5], the relation between H\GIP' and H\G/P is studied in [3], and the

closure relation for H\G/P is studied in [4].

Let θ be a Cartan involution of G such that σθ = θσ. Put K = GΘ and let

Ha be the open subgroup of Gσθ such that K(]H = Kf]Ha. Then Ha\G is

called the affine symmetric space associated to H\G. Let A be a 0-stable split

component of P and put U = {xeK\ xAx~ι is σ-stable}.

There exists a natural one-to-one correspondence between the double coset

decompositions H\G/Pf and Ha\G/P' given by D^Da = Ha(Dn U)P' for H-Pr

double cosets D in G ([2], [3]). Moreover it follows easily from Corollary of

Theorem in [4] that this correspondence reverses the closure relations for the

double coset decompositions. In this paper we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let D± and D2 be arbitrary H — Pr double cosets in G. Then

we have the following.

( i ) DγnD2oDί ΠDa

2Φ0.

(ii) Let I(DU D2) be the set of all the H-P' double cosets D in G such

that D\ι^Dcl^D2. Then

(Dί Π D | ) c l n D\ = \JDeI(DuD2)D Π D\.

(iii) Let x be an element of U. Then HxP' Π HaxP' = (K n H)xPf.

(iv) Dx Π D\ is nonempty and closed in G oDγ =D2.

Example. Let G1 be a connected semisimple Lie group, θt a Cartan invo-

lution of G1 ? K± — {x e Gt I θίx = x}, and P x a minimal parabolic subgroup of Gx

with a θi-stable split component At. Let Pi and P'[ be parabolic subgroups of


